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 This document serves as the supplement to Lai and Kelley (2012). All of the 

methods discussed in Lai and Kelley have been implemented in the MBESS package 

(originally in version 3, Kelley & Lai, 2011, but the functions have been updated in 

version 4, Kelley, 2016) in R (R Development Core Team, 2016). This supplement 

provides brief documentation of the R functions and demonstrates the methods with an 

empirical example. More detailed documentation is available in the help files in MBESS 

package. 

Software Documentation 

Forming Confidence Intervals 

 The functions ci.sc() and ci.sc.ancova() are used to form CIs for a 

standardized ANOVA contrast and for a standardized ANCOVA contrast, respectively. 

Examples for the common calls to these functions are  

>  ci.sc(means=c(2, 4, 9, 13), s.anova=1, c.weights=c(.5, -.5, -.5, .5), 

n=c(3, 3, 3, 3), N=12), 

>  ci.sc.ancova(adj.means=c(7.5, 12, 14), s.ancova=5.39, 

standardizer="s.ancova", c.weights=c(1, -1, 0), n=10, cov.means=c(17, 

17.7, 17.4), SSwithin.x=752.5), 



and 

>  ci.sc.ancova(adj.means=c(7.5, 12, 14), s.ancova=5.39, s.anova=6.29, 

standardizer="s.anova", c.weights=c(1,-1,0), n=10, cov.means=c(17, 17.7, 

17.4), SSwithin.x=752.5) 

where means is a vector of  in ci.sc() and adj.means is a vector of the adjusted 
means for ci.sc.ancova(); s.anova is the standard deviation of the errors from the 
ANOVA model ( ) and s.ancova is the standard deviation of the errors from the 

ANCOVA model ( ), that is, they are the square root of the denominator of the 
respective F-tests; c.weights is a vector of contrast weights (i.e., jc 's) with restrictions 
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=∑ ; n can be a vector containing group sample sizes (i.e., jn 's) 

or a scalar assuming equal sample size per group; standardizer specifies the 
denominator used to standardize the contrast, and should be either "s.ancova" or 
"s.anova"; cov.means is the vector of means for the covariate in the ANCOVA model, 
and SSwithin.x is the sum of squares within groups obtained from the summary 
table for ANOVA on the covariate.   

Sample Size Planning 

 The functions ss.aipe.sc() and ss.aipe.sc.ancova() can be used to calculate 

the necessary sample size for a standardized ANOVA contrast and for a standardized 

ANCOVA contrast, respectively. Examples for the typical calls to these functions are 

>  ss.aipe.sc(psi=.6, c.weights=c(.5, .5, -.5, -.5, 0), width=.4, 

assurance=.90),  

>  ss.aipe.sc.ancova(psi=.8, width=.5, c.weights=c(.5, .5, 0, -1), 

divisor="s.ancova"), 

and 

>  ss.aipe.sc.ancova(psi=.5, rho=.4, width=.3, c.weights=c(.5, .5, 0, -

1), divisor="s.anova"), 

where psi is the population standardized effect size, being different depending on the 

specific function context (i.e.,  in ss.aipe.sc(),  in ss.aipe.sc.ancova() when 
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divisor="s.ancova" (i.e., standardizer), and  in ss.aipe.sc.ancova() when 

divisor="s.anova"); width is the desired CI full width; rho is the population 

correlation coefficient between the response and covariate; assurance is the desired 

assurance that the CI observed in a particular study being no wider than desired. 

Sensitivity Analyses and a priori Monte Carlo Simulations 

 The functions ss.aipe.sc.sensitivity() and 

ss.aipe.sc.ancova.sensitivity() can be used to perform sensitivity analyses or 

empirical sample size planning for standardized ANOVA contrasts and standardized 

ANCOVA contrasts, respectively. Example calls to these functions are 

>  ss.aipe.sc.sensitivity(true.psi=.6, estimated.psi=.6, c.weights=c(1, 

0, -1), desired.width=.5, assurance=.90, G=10000), 

>  ss.aipe.sc.ancova.sensitivity(true.psi=.6, estimated.psi=.6, 

c.weights=c(-1, 0, 1), desired.width=.5, rho=.4, divisor="s.ancova", 

assurance=.90, G=10000), 

and 

>  ss.aipe.sc.ancova.sensitivity(true.psi=.6, estimated.psi=.6, 

c.weights=c(-1, 0, 1), desired.width=.5, rho=.4, divisor="s.anova", 

G=10000), 

where true.psi is the true population standardized effect size, defined differently 

depending on the context; estimated.psi is the (mis)specified effect size and will be 

used to calculate the sample size; desired.width is the desired CI full width; G is the 

number of replications; other arguments are the same as previously defined. 

 When the input information is misspecified or difficult to estimate, one can 

perform a priori Monte Carlo simulation studies and empirically plan the sample size 
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with ss.aipe.sc.sensitivity() and ss.aipe.sc.ancova.sensitivity(). One 

needs to specify the argument selected.n instead of estimated.psi. Suppose  is 

believed to be 0.8,  be .40, contrast weights are -1, 0, and 1, and it is desired that the 

observed CI will be no wider than 0.5 with .90 assurance. Since we cannot calculate the 

sample size in this scenario analytically, we can plan the sample size empirically as 

discussed in Lai and Kelley (2011). The first step is to decide the initial value for the a 

priori Monte Carlo simulation, and it can be achieved with ss.aipe.sc.ancova() as 

follows: 

>  ss.aipe.sc.ancova(psi=.8, rho=.4, width=.5, c.weights=c(-1, 0, 1), 

assurance=.90, divisor="s.anova") 

[1] 113. 

Then, this sample size is increased by 1 from 113 and used as the value for selected.n 

in ss.aipe.sc.ancova.sensitivity() to perform a priori Monte Carlo simulations: 

>  ss.aipe.sc.ancova.sensitivity(selected.n=114, true.psi=.8, 

c.weights=c(-1, 0, 1), desired.width=.5, rho=.4, divisor="s.anova", 

G=10000). 

Recall the goal is find the sample size such that ( .5) .90P w ≤ = . If the empirical 

percentage of .5w ≤  returned by ss.aipe.sc.ancova.sensitivity()  is smaller 

than .90, the researcher needs to further increment selected.n by 1 and perform the 

sensitivity analysis function again, other arguments being unchanged. This process 

continues until it comes to a situation similar to the following: 

>  ss.aipe.sc.ancova.sensitivity(selected.n=116, true.psi=.8, 

c.weights=c(-1, 0, 1), desired.width=.5, rho=.4, divisor="s.anova", 

G=10000) 
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$Summary$Pct.Width.obs.NARROWER.than.desired 

[1] 0.8647, 

whereas 

>  ss.aipe.sc.ancova.sensitivity(selected.n=117, true.psi=.8, 

c.weights=c(-1, 0, 1), desired.width=.5, rho=.4, divisor="s.anova", 

G=10000) 

$Summary$Pct.Width.obs.NARROWER.than.desired 

[1] 0.9036. 

Note that when 116n =  the assurance is .86 and when 117n =  the assurance is .90, and 

therefore the smallest sample size per group that satisfies ( .5) .90P w ≤ =  is 117.1  

An Empirical Illustration 

 We provide an empirical example based on Chen, Froehle, and Morran (1997) to 

better illustrate the sample size planning methods we proposed. All calculations in this 

section are accomplished with the MBESS package in R (updated in February 2016 for 

MBESS version 4.0.0). One research question in Chen et al. (1997) is how the instruction 

in attribution processes and practice in empathic perspective will deconstruct the 

dispositional bias of counselor trainees. The dispositional bias was measured with the 

same instrument both before and after the intervention. The first intervention is a 

specifically developed instructional videotape, and the second treatment is practice in 

empathic perspective talking. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three 

groups: attribution training, empathy training, or placebo. Post-test scores on 

dispositional bias were analyzed with ANCOVA, with pre-test scores serving as the 

covariate. The sample sizes for these three groups were 19, 18, and 19, respectively, and 

the adjusted post-test score means were 63.68, 61.77, and 57.26, respectively. The 



authors found that the group means differed in a statistically significant way 

( (2,52) 6.54F = , ).  

Suppose one wants to form a 95% confidence interval for the population 

standardized mean difference of the two treatment groups versus the placebo group. 

Information that is not provided directly in the article but that is required for 

implementation of the methods is indirectly available in this case (as may be the case in 

other research articles of interest, but not always). In particular, the within sum of squares 

of the ANOVA on the covariate is required. Because the covariate means and sample 

sizes are reported, as is the value of the F-statistic from the ANOVA on the covariate, we 

can obtain the within sums of squares.  First, the between sums of squares (via the 

calculations of the Sums of Squares Between from summary statistics) can be shown to 

equal 88.5319, with 2 degrees of freedom. Thus, the MS Between is 44.27 (=88.5319/2; 

the numerator of the F-statistic they report). Because the value of the F-statistic is given 

as .756, one can solve for the MS Within (i.e., the denominator of the F-statistic) as 

44.27/.756 = 58.56. Thus, the SS Within is the MS Within multiplied by the total sample 

size minus the number of groups (56-3=53), which equals 3103.68 for the MS Within. 

Thus, we now have the required information in order to calculate, using MBESS, the 

confidence interval for the population standardized contrast (using the standard deviation 

of the ANCOVA error term). In particular, the function ci.sc.ancova() can be used 

with the following call, where the standard deviation for ANCOVA was found in a similar 

manner, using the descriptive statistics and the definitional formulas, as was the case for 

the Sum of Squares Within for the covariate: 

> ci.sc.ancova(adj.means=c(63.88, 62.39, 56.48), s.ancova=20.267, 

c.weights=c(0.5, 0.5, -1), n=c(19,18,19), cov.means=c(60.08, 57.08, 

.01p <



57.97), SSwithin.x=3103.68), 

which returns the lower CI limit -0.230 and upper limit 0.884. The estimated standardized 

ANCOVA contrast is 0.328 (i.e., (0.5)63.88 (0.5)62.93 ( 1)56.48ˆ
20.267

ψ + + −′ = ), whereas the 

CI width is about 1.11 units of , which is relatively wide. Given such a CI, the 

population standardized contrast  could be as small as -.23 or as large as .88, and thus 

there is much uncertainty about the value of the population effect size.  

Suppose a researcher would like to build on Chen et al.'s work and achieve a 

narrower CI. Using the findings of Chen et al. and a triangulation of other sources, 

suppose the researcher finds support for  approximating 0.35. In an effort to obtain a 

narrow CI for , say which is no wider than 0.6 units, the researcher follows the 

approach discussed above and plans the sample size. Then the necessary sample size can 

be easily found with the function ss.aipe.sc.ancova(): 

> ss.aipe.sc.ancova(psi=.35, width=.6, c.weights=c(0.5, 0.5, -1)), 

which returns 65 per group. Therefore, to have an expected CI width that is no wider than 

0.6, the study needs 65 people per group. 
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Footnote 

 
                                                        
1  The output of the functions has been truncated for clear presentation. There is 

another round of simulation which inputs selected.n=115 and is not included due to 

limited space. Also note that the simulations may return slightly different results at other 

occasions with a different seed even if G is fairly large. 


